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 Here a little, there a little! 

 Thanksgiving Day, dear reader, is a day which should by no means be taken lightly. We 

know that it is a day which is celebrated widely; likewise, we know that it is a day celebrated 

loosely. Yet by reason of it being celebrated we so quickly conclude that on this day it appears as 

if much thanks ascends to God from far and wide. 

 However, such is not the nature of the case. What seems to be is not always factual and 

Scriptural but usually is merely an imagination of man’s mind. These, as well as other sickening 

philosophies, are quite prevalent nowadays. We have only to look back a few years in the history 

of our churches and we feel anew the effects of the common grace nonsense and conditionality 

which we cite here as examples of imagination. Of these imaginations we must beware for they 

not only tend to but do bring out of hell the old Pelagian errors. Of all imaginations we must rid 

ourselves on this occasion. Speak therefore of what is and not of what seems to be. Because 

Thanksgiving is a spiritual aspiration and not a carnal imagination. 

 Moreover, speaking of Thanksgiving as spiritual, it stands to reason that the attitude 

receives the emphasis and not the day itself. The truth is that the day has no significance at all 

apart from the attitude, much less it is reduced to absurdity in such a case. Nevertheless, it must 

be remembered by those who truly celebrate Thanksgiving that it is a day set aside by the church 

in order that thanks might be given to God by His own for all the blessings of salvation. On these 

blessings and these alone should our minds and hearts be set and centered mutually. Having the 

same mind and the same love for this is spiritual harmony. No carnality enters then – not in true 

Thanksgiving. 

 To give thanks, as has been said, is a spiritual aspiration but this must be explained 

further. Truthfully, a spiritual aspiration is a positive response: A response that always says yes. 

A response that breathes, Lord, I experience Thy favor and I can do nothing but give Thee 

thanks. In the light of this latter term – positive response – we can more easily understand 

Thanksgiving. Likewise, in the light of this term we can label that which is not thanks as a 

negative response. Oh, yes, a response can be negative! It always breathes, No, Lord, we are 

content with what we have here on earth; let us alone, we need Thee not. Further, this 

explanation brings into light the antithesis which is the true Scriptural picture in and around 

Thanksgiving. Rom. 1:21 in speaking of those without excuse says: “Because that when they 

knew God, they glorified Him not as God, neither were thankful.” And verse 32 of the same 

chapter when speaking of the same who know the judgments of God concerning those who 

commit such things says: “not only do the same but have pleasure in them that do them.” But of 

God’s own people we read in Ps. 79:13, “So we thy people and sheep of thy pasture will give 

Thee thanks forever: We will show forth thy praise to all generations.” The same antithetical line 

of thought is taught us in Canons 3 and 4, Art. 15 in regard to thanks. This article in speaking of 

those made subjects of Grace and those not made, says respectively, that “He therefore who 

becomes the subject of this grace, owes eternal gratitude to God and gives Him thanks forever.” 

And “whoever is not made partaker thereof, is either altogether regardless of these spiritual gifts 

and satisfied with his own condition; or is in no apprehension of danger, and vainly boast the 

possession of that which he has not.” Therefore, remember, dear readers, that even on 

Thanksgiving, election and reprobation are not left out of the picture.  



 But we cannot write of this negative response now. Thanksgiving is only positive. Thus 

we comment yet that the spiritual response can only arise out of a spiritual root. Surely according 

to our nature we say, “Lord, we know not for what we ought to give thee thanks” but when the 

root is made holy then we have the principle of Thanksgiving infused in our hearts. Yea, then we 

live in light. The holy root of which we here speak, of course, is the heart as it is possessed by 

the elect alone. Hence, the heart is the seat of the response. 

 Finally, lest we deprive the elect of that solid comfort, let us note that this thankful 

attitude which arises out of the spiritual heart in the subjects of grace is eternal. We do not deny 

that a thankful attitude is owed; neither do we deny that man cannot give it and therefore we too 

express with the fathers that it is eternal. This essentially means that what we cannot give to God 

neither want to give to Him spontaneously arises in our hearts because of its eternal nature. This 

is God’s way and work. It is not man’s prerequisite or condition. 

 Speak therefore, as you gaze about yourselves amidst the depths of carnality, that of a 

truth little thanks is given to God in this most thankful season amidst an unthankful corruption. 

Surely rather than much thanks abounding from afar we know by grace that the fact is, here a 

little, there a little. But this little is much for it alone is spiritual. 

 The remnant according to grace give thanks. 
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